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Release Updates

The following are implemented in 4.58:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and

improvements 

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented

SCASFT CCN SC310 Removal of printers (12579)

Update regarding role form (13211)
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SC322 - SNOMED and ADS Updates (13019, 13170)

Fix for problems with CPI in SCAS ePR. The CPI features broke when doing the

ADS/SNOMED updates in 4.57. This has now been resolved.

SC326 - Safeguarding, Medicines and Pain Scores (13123, 13124, 13204)

Implementation of set of changes regarding Safeguarding, Medicines and Pain

Scores.

NI007 - ePR Updates since SCR00250 (13125, 13126)

Implementation of a set of minor changes to the ePR.

SW2.012 - Sta� association with interventions (13133, 13134)

Implementation of component that collects data from the crew �elds and lets the

user select one of them in other parts of the ePR. E.g. to register who has

performed an intervention or administered a medication.

SW2.019 - Meds exclusion (13020, 13148)

Finalizing regarding medications administered pre-ambulance, and some other

medication changes.

SW2.028 - Usergroup and permissions (13135, 13136)

Improved logging of logged-in users and their credentials and a view in AdminTool

to review these.

SW2.038 - Post RoSC ACQI (12123, 13121, 13194)

Updates to rules and inputs for prompt for post RoSC ACQI.
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SW2.046 - Resource times (13127, 13128)

Added summary of resource times to the Incident times and some reports.

SW2.055 - Out of Signal Signing (13129, 13130)

Added possibility to register receiving sta� id manually when doing a WLAN

handover when the receiver isn't logged in and the device is o�ine.

SW2.059 - Deterioration of patient post arrival at hospital (13131, 13132)

Added �elds to ePR for registering patient deterioration while waiting for

admittance to hospital.



SW2.062 - Missing Fields on the Main Report (13327, 13323)

Partial release of CCN. Include more �elds in main report and an update to the

intended conveyance.

General changes and improvements

Improve connectivity, allow KeepIpUp to let Windows handle connections (12828)

Improvement of ECG-review, con�gurable to show ST levels in mm or mV (13326,

13306)

Improvement of MQTT handling, Singapore (13199)

Improvement: Allow log levels to be changed in runtime without a restart (13279)

Improvement: Add performance logging to DBI/REST/DB for actual time for calls

(13280)

Added API endpoint for requesting basic count of usage of epr variables (13305)

Added con�guration of maximum time to keep MQTT subscriptions, Singapore

(13315)

ePR �xes after NIAS UAT of 4.57 (13223, 13250, 13335)

Singapore - Add a watcher to kill any lingering Chromium report instances (13344)

Singapore - Improved error handling of import failure of �les in MHA (13355)

Singapore - Implemented so that errors from Javascript report generation outputs

into to the REST log (13357)

Fixes

Correction alert message text (13218)

Always close ECG report preview when losing focus (13224)

Fixed so that ECG history shows both ECG times when comparing (13281)

Added additional check of DBI request lengths related to REST calls, Singapore

(13282, 13288)

Fixed so that MobiMed window wouldn't spontaneously maximize when running as

a regular windows application (13342)



Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

• Italy

This is also a system component release for the following markets

• Singapore

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.

Release Schedule

Ortivus

Svärdsvägen 19, Danderyd
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